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Your body is not a semicolon.
Refuse to let it become an afterthought
that only raises its hand to speak when
no one is left to listen.

above quote from Kristen E. Kane / Building Sentences Out of Bones / 4
cover art / Evangelia Dimitrakopoulou / My favorite flower

When S/tick first began, it was not that no one was there to listen, but that there was a feeling between myself and cofounder Ada
Sharpe that so many weren't listening—not to women's stories, not to the words of marginalized groups more generally. Feminist voices,
shouting and jumping around, hands waving wildly, continuously gone unnoticed—or, more accurately, deliberately ignored. S/tick has
been fortunate to gain the attention of a few other shouters and handwavers through a handful of free forums for classifieds, but
recently, the forum from which we attracted most of our audience, the old reliable Newpages, announced its inability to run free
classifieds any longer. Since our Newpages ad has been buried, we have received a single—irrelevant—submission. And as more and more
new journals saturate the infinite space online, our submissions as a whole have declined. Putting together this issue with a low volume of
submissions was a lengthy and laborious task, with each piece loved and cared for, and yet perhaps “created from a place of grasping
loneliness,” as LF Brown would put it in “Be/Coming” (p. 6). For S/tick's future, whatever that may look like, Associate Editor Nathan Full
and I are relying on you, dear readers, contributors, fellow feminists and creators, to spread the word, through your shouting mouths and
tireless typing hands, to all those other shouters and jumpers that we can't quite hear from where we are. We feminists are out there, and
we're listening, too! When we connect, we can create something wonderful. We will refuse to be an afterthought in the world of art and
creative writing. Each story, each feminist reality, bursting to be set free, is a strand in the tapestry that we can, all together, cast over the
falsehoods that try to paint us away, and that will persist as the way things need to be.
—SarahJean, Managing Editor
March 17, 2016
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Building Sentences Out of Bones / Kristen E. Kane
Your body is not a semicolon.
Refuse to let it become an afterthought
that only raises its hand to speak when
no one is left to listen.
Every curve does not beg a question,
and a confrontation should only come
in the form of friction between anxious legs.
Let your scars be shown, let the demons
you’ve chased away be everpresent in
the hands you allow to scale every inch of skin.
You are not a resume of mistakes to be
reviewed per mutual convenience.
Raise your voice, don’t allow patience
to supplement your rage.
You are a forest fire, thriving
in a freedom that doesn’t need to be defined.

Girls’ Dressing Room / Heather Lee Rogers
Drowning
in the waves
of successful and
giddy young women
they are beautiful
they smile enough
their warm salt water
flows over me
their kind confidence
fills my nose and burns
and I feel
like the old failed fish
flopping around on shore
until the next wave
of their happy chatter
smacks me floating again
through the CO2 bonanza
they exhale
all over my dull
and shivering scales

Chiara Bertin / Untitled (from Immagina)
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Be/Coming / LF Brown
i.
create from a place of grasping loneliness.
always looking to sketch for myself an immortal beloved
worthy of the peeling skin, rotting teeth, pussing retinas
and other funereal refinements that sustain my clumsy adoration.
i.
exhale an oily perfume of sulfur & panic, urea & tragedy.
kiss with a rusting tongue that can articulate a ferrous desperation but not a ferality of self.
caress in patterns mimicking fault lines that (with certainty) lead to natural disasters of the heart.
but Beloved…
still
there is unspeakably rapturous medicine in my offering.
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Melissa Parietti
Alternative Medicine / Response
I want to be the one to
be surgeon to your pain
scalpel the tumors grown
by others and crystalize
your difficultageless demeanor
I want to gather you
from that field where you grow
twine you until you feel whole.
I want unimaginable power
for you, so that you unify
every splintered part of your
soul, your infinite window
to Gold.

It's always some mawkish attempt
to fix my seemingly broken screen.
This creep really sees himself as a doctor.
Couldn't believe he's the one hurting me.
Yeah, I'm difficult alright.
Gather me some what?
Is this a flower or wheat allusion?
But, how does he know how I feel?
At the end of the day, it's always about power
Some guy trying to tell me I'm broken
or in need of fixing, or change.
Always in abstract, senseless terms.
Men who I don’t love, tell me I am incapable of Love.
Love is their Alternative Medicine.
Because for creeps like these,
traditional methods of dating –
just don't seem to work.

Cheap Plastic Smile / Azia DuPont
I’m feeling cracked white skin all ashes on black linen
I’ve been thinking about my dad’s bones
How they’ve spent
More time as a University of Minnesota science experiment
Than they ever spent with me
Of his bones not yet buried
But still dead
And how everything is all fluorescent bulbs
Everything cheap plastic made in China
Everything factory farmed lobsters
In warehousesized buildings for a
Buckninetynine a pound
So cheap
Cheap like the men I’ve tried to forget
Little girl drinks too many beers ends up
Face down in the toilet
She finally forgot
About the Dad she should have had
The dirty men
Who took his place
Who took her away from her dolls
They took me away from my dolls
Showed me that I’m the play thing
Gave me a cheap plastic smile
See my cheap plastic smile?
See that I’m cheap?
I’ve got no choice but to put a paper bag on my head
A bag just like Shia LaBeouf’s
But mine says: I A M N O T Y O U R S A N Y M O R E
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vday pjs / Neha Jain
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vday pjs
slut stained in
simon
says
easy
from behind
freret
blue bikes
territory trash
versus good enough
like asia
coked on validation
he would never want me
beaten
doors
hyde
in

adequacy

Digestion / Dawn Corrigan
In grad school I was told
“You must live in your body.”
I thought it was something about sex.
Then I went to work and was perplexed
by how my female colleagues
obsessed about smells in the potty,
about who farts or picks their nose.
A friend vacationing with her new beau
was so worried he’d hear her poop
she just didn’t go all weekend.
So much energy spent effacing
every last trace of ourselves.

Chiara Bertin / Your body

World Enough / Samantha Edmonds
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“Taking their words, they filled her, like a bubble rising—then she broke.”
Jean Toomer, Cane

They took first her smile, tooth by tooth, like plucking flowers from a field, like pulling stars from the sky. In the beginning it didn’t
hurt, because it was as natural as the changing of the seasons, or losing baby teeth: getting rid of something you’d outgrown to make
room for something new. The requests were innocent, harmless—I need you to help me with my math homework put gas in the car go pick
your brother up after school—and oftentimes they didn’t even have to pull her teeth, because she spat them out willingly. She was eager to
please, happy to help. Everyone who knew her called her Stargirl, because it was said that she had the spirals of the universe in her hair
and the gaze of the galaxy in her eyes. She had all of outer space tattooed on her skin, the Milky Way swirling around her wrists, rings of
Saturn around her neck, planets like vertebrae tiptoeing down her spine.
Even when the adult teeth came in, the people still didn’t stop yanking them out of her gums for their own use. They came to her,
fingers extended, hoping for a piece of that smile. Why do people die why do people change their minds why am I unhappy so unhappy all
the time. A friend from high school who only called when she was fighting with her boyfriend took the last one, her right front incisor.
I’m sick of his shit the same shit every time. The girl with stars in her name and space on her skin hugged her friend and held her up and
felt the last tooth wiggle loose with her tongue as she spoke the words of comfort.
There was nothing to grow back in their place now, so she stitched her lips together and resolved to never open them again, too
embarrassed to smile and show the world how empty she had become. But just because she never smiled didn’t mean she ever stopped
giving—space was infinite and so was her love. She still had the universe in her hair and the galaxies in her eyes, so there was yet enough
of Stargirl left for people to run to. She loved these people so much sometimes she thought it would kill her.
Next they took her fingers, joint by joint. I need you please I’m coming over, said the friend with problems just like her own. Stargirl
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would sit on the floor with her friend’s head in her lap, play with her hair, and never mind when her hand came back a knuckle shorter, a
fingernail less. I don’t feel good I’m not okay, said the friend who couldn’t quite put a reason to her inescapable melancholy. Stargirl
threaded her fingers through the friend’s and they would hold hands for awhile, and if she only had four fingers afterwards, so be it. Her

friend gave her hand a squeeze and was better for an instant, and Stargirl would do anything to stir up that feeling. Eventually the people
would take both her hands and each of her arms when they pulled away from her hugs, and even without teeth to smile or hands to hold
or arms to embrace, the girl with stars in her eyes and space on her skin never stopped loving.
She is slow to fall in the dirt. But when she finally does, she will stay down forever. So it goes with love, and hers especially. She
fell in love with a man and her hair came out in waves, the universe it once held melting away, so many shooting stars falling to Earth.
She left the soft ringlets on his Tshirts and pillows and lap, small reminders of her for him to keep forever. Her hair was so light and thin
that he almost never noticed the offering. But since she had no more use for these fine pieces of herself, she just kept letting him take
them.
Take my legs; I’m not going anywhere.
Take my ears and hold them close to your mouth and whisper secrets to them in the dark; I am always listening.
Take my lips. Take my eyes, with the stars in them that shine just for you.
Take my world,
my words. Take everything,
take me.
Had we but world enough, and time, you could even take my life.
When he left, he took also her laughter, perhaps—if he is to be given the benefit of the doubt—without meaning to. Her laugh used
to explode unstoppable past her sewnup lips like birdsong on a spring morning. Then it was put in a jar by this man who felt so guilty for
breaking her heart that he would do anything for her, except come back into her life. He put the bottled laughter on his desk and keeps it
there still, so he can open it and hear it whenever he’s had a bad day a bad week a bad month a bad year. I always make everything harder
than it has to be. The sound of her laughter in his jar always raises his spirits, and once he’s better, he puts the lid back on again; she

never asks for it back and he never sees that what he has taken from her she can never replace.
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Next the he took her heart and she just let him. People had been chipping away at it for as long as she could remember, and now it
had finally come loose. The people from her youth got the left valve, the friends with their many problems got the right, to her oldest
friend she gave nothing, to the man with her laughter in a jar she gave what was left. Even in pieces she’d never stop loving, or trying to
love.

When she lost her mind she barely noticed. It all seemed so familiar. The knowledge of how to be crazy had never been taught to

her but still it was known, deep inside, the way that she knew about stars and galaxies, eyes and skin. No one tells you there’s a universe
out there. No one tells you you’ve a body. And no one told Stargirl the difference between the world out there and the world in her, here.
If there was a God in the outer space etched onto her skin, perhaps he would’ve come down at that moment to say to her: Enough.
Stop it. Walk away. Save what’s left of you for you. Quit giving yourself away like this. But the stars were uncharacteristically dull, the
galaxies dark and quiet, and God never came. Stargirl was all alone in a world of her own destruction.
Except for sometimes, when the man looked at her and she still thought he might actually see the universe on her skin, and she
knew she wouldn’t have listened to God even if he had spoken up. She knew by now he was gone for good, this man, but she didn’t quite
believe it yet, and that was a dangerous distinction. To win him, to prove to him the world was in her skin, she took a pen and connected
the freckles on her arms into shapes like the constellations in the sky, and she named them all for him.
The first strip of skin came away almost by accident, and she did it to herself. It happened like wet wallpaper peeling off an old
house, the pen pushed too hard, and then there was a piece of her flesh on the ground, the worlds it had once contained bunched up into
a wad, and just muscle and bone left on her arm. After that she kept peeling and peeling and peeling, as if she were a potato or an orange
or a sunburn, and she thought if she could shed her skin everywhere, snakelike, it would mean he’d finally get out from under it.
She peeled peeled peeled until repetition made it meaningless, the way your eyes become crisscrossed when you write the same
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word over and over again until all the letters start to look weird.
(Love love love love love love love love love love love love love love love love love love love love love love love love love love love
love love love love love love love love love love love love)
She felt just like that.
She peeled peeled peeled and was beginning to be afraid that even if she tore herself to shreds, she’d still never shake the feeling
that maybe he’d change his mind if she could just be loving enough, if she could just be sweet enough
supportive enough
smart enough
attentive enough
adoring enough
funny enough
sexy enough
enough.

Enough, she just wanted him to say to her, as she ripped off piece after piece of herself and offered him the world. You are already
enough.

■

Terror and Nausea / Nettie Farris
When he saw she was not going to lose he changed the rules.

“UF Marches on Tallahassee” / Dawn Corrigan
—rally flyer, 1990

Six of us pile into two cars
for a threehour ride
to rally for women's rights.

I sleep until we pull into a rest stop.
Nothing sleek or shiny, no Roy Rogers—
a place not designed for tourists or activists—
just a roadside dump, big 76 painted on the side
and a sign: Restaurant Open 24 Hrs,
though inside there's only vending machines
with pink cakes and no chocolate.
I step into the Ladies', where a different
vending machine hangs on the wall.
I can buy condoms, “Sex Surprises,”
or a book: Exotic Sexual Positions, Volume I.
I select the latter, putting my two quarters
into the machine at the same time
as instructed. The women gather
to hear of positions that require
“precision and balance,” “stamina and agility,”
and the men who work here circle us
as we giggle at the Arctic couple,
wondering where she got her highheeled shoes.
When we’re leaving the oldest asks,
“Are we all here?” sign of my anonymity
that annoys me until I realize
we are a brunette sea of earnest faces.
In the city we pass a tire playground,
caves, mazes, tunnels, a range of tire mountains.
A few boys jump on the tires, springing
from one to another until they reach the top.
I'd like to stop but we drive on to the rally
where we're arranged in lines of eight
and commanded to march six feet apart.

baggage claim / Neha Jain
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breach with care
(in)security patdown
liquid contraband
reserved for tears
departure gate
boarding paranoia
arrival into
Second Circle
carousel commotion turns
body bag pickup
baggage claim
personal defects
cookiecutterrollon
set off (in)security

The Four Whoresmen / Disa Turner
Sweet lips,
bitter tongue.
Burning away under your fingertips
like a clove cigar.
One more drag and I’m gone.
You’ll wake up in an ambulance,
years down that road,
recalling the face of Death
just as you scream past her
waiting at the curb with bare legs
on a street corner in your hometown
because you could swear you recognize those shoes.
Before she kisses you out of here, remember what I said:
The horizon
is always
behind
you.
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Family Portrait / Heather Lee Rogers
Tight smiles on Easter Day
but Mom must have her proof
now stand together like a family
touch as if we do this
now all squint into the sun
my hand on her back
shocked how taut
her skin is
fat packed in sausage casing
fit to burst
swift shirt tuck peek
fat bluewhite flesh
a lifetime stretched
around her precious chicks
a drum skin
tied down in place
for us to beat against
choking in its latex grip
my hand, her back
revulsion, pity
when we switch soon
I will guide her like this
some day soon
the sharp sun
from her I learned to love
too tight, too tight.

Dough / Karina Lutz
Our mother baked fresh bread to the scorn of our classmates.
But we knew the secret of its taste,
of its aroma filling the house at the beginning of the afternoon,
of having to wait for the loaves to cool
while temptation pervaded the house—
seethed under doors, distilled in our noses, condensed in our throats,
dripped to our ready tongues.
"You can't make bread; you have to buy it,"
said one boy, shaking coins of many lands in his pockets.
He would go on to taste
baguette and biscotti,
focaccia, chapatti,
pita, tortilla, and nan,
and plenty of fine wines.
And still today
he doesn't know the feel of dough in his hands,
how it gathers itself to itself,
how it rises and falls and rises again,
how it tastes to wait for it.
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Chiara Bertin / Untitled (from Immagina)

Bree's Miracle / Anne Leigh Parrish
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Bree had a female complaint. Bad periods, I mean this girl could really bleed. Started at age eleven, would probably be pushing
sixty when she quit, lots and lots of Advil on board, not to mention all the Kotex she could run through in that wretched week a month.
And the pain, can you imagine?
Her doctor told her she had a fibroid. She stared at him over her raised knees. A noncancerous growth, he said. Completely
harmless. Except that it caused excessive bleeding, which is why she tended to be anemic, and why her periods were so agonizing. She
missed work because of them. Her boss was not very sympathetic. He suspected her of malingering.
The doctor looked at her over his bifocals, assessing her in some way that wasn’t purely medical. He suggested an ultrasound to get
a better look at the thing. The procedure was explained.
The ultrasound required that her bladder be full. Really full. About to burst full. Bree considered downing a bunch of beer and
thought that might not be wise. She drank four glasses of water during the course of one hour, then drove to the clinic where the
procedure would be performed. She signed in, hopped lightly from one foot to another to keep from peeing in her pants. The receptionist
was unmoved. She was no doubt quite accustomed to women walking on tiptoes, knees together, with gritted teeth and tense faces.
The bed Bree lay in was remarkably comfortable. It was wide, and the head lifted at the press of a button. Her grandmother had a
bed like that in her home, for which she’d paid a handsome price. She was very fond of elevating her feet because her ankles tended to
swell. Bree was unsure whether this particular bed also had a foot lift. She was about to ask, when the ultrasound technician inserted the
probe between Bree’s legs and focused hard on the screen.
He was silent as he worked, though his gaze grew more and more alarmed. Bree tried to remain calm. The technician excused
himself for a moment, told Bree she could use the bathroom if she needed to, and that he’d be right back. Bree scurried from the table and
walked, bent over, to the adjacent room. She was on the toilet a good fortyfive seconds. When she was empty at last, her sense of alarm
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rose up again. What had the technician seen that upset him so?
When she returned, the technician and her doctor were seated together before the monitor, looking at the images frozen there. The
doctor asked Bree to take a seat on the bed for the time being.
“I have no explanation for this, but your fibroid has the face of the Virgin Mary,” he said.
“Get out,” Bree said, weak with relief that her plight was not at all serious.
“I’m telling you the truth. You have received a remarkable and mysterious blessing.”
The doctor turned the monitor around so that Bree could view the image for herself. It was the Virgin, all right, head bent,
expression demur, halo charmingly titled.
“Is the baby Jesus there with her?” Bree asked. She still wasn’t able to take any of this seriously.
The doctor appeared stunned by her question. He told the technician to reinsert the probe and take more pictures.
“But I just emptied my bladder,” Bree said. The doctor didn’t care. Even without the pressure of all that urine, an image of Jesus –
if it were truly there – would come through clearly.
And, it did.
The doctor crossed himself, and then said he wasn’t a religious man. Bree was witness to a conversion. Miracle upon miracle, in
that tiny room.
“What about the fibroid? It is a fibroid, right?” Bree asked.
“No doubt about it. A most glorious, special fibroid.”
“I still want it removed,” Bree said.
“You can’t be serious! You’ve been handed a miracle, and you wish to destroy it?”
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The technician was glaring at her now, too.
“Hey, guys, take a chill pill,” Bree said. “Let’s not forget that this is my body we’re talking about here. Plus, it hurts like hell. I want
the damn thing out.”
The doctor shook his head sadly.
The trouble with women, he said, is that they didn’t understand that simply to be a woman is to be supremely blessed.
“You are givers of life. You are dutybound to preserve it,” he said.
“It’s a fucking fibroid!”
Bree swung her legs from the table. She told the two men in the room to give her a moment to dress. Then she met the doctor back
in his office to further discuss the situation.
The doctor implored her to reconsider.
No way. She wanted it gone.
He could not support that decision.
Then she’d find a doctor who would.
How could he make her see that she was in the hands of something larger?
There was nothing larger, or more important.
“If you were a woman, you’d understand,” Bree said
She left him sitting at his desk, clearly in a state of woe.
The doctor she found to rid her of her affliction was pleasant, efficient, and said that it was very refreshing to meet a young woman
who knew her own mind.
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“The world needs more like you,” he said.
Bree couldn’t agree more.
Afterwards, she never had a moment’s regret about doing away with Virgin Mary and the baby Jesus, who had, for some insane
reason, decided to make a home in her womb.
■

Ode to the Bedroom Mirror / Kristen E. Kane
This is to finally learning how to love
with the lights on, and not being afraid
that your thighs clap for you even when
everyone else won’t.
It’s a celebration of every stretch of skin,
turning the latent into a lioness.
Every fingerprint left on your body will
become a watermark, a stamp of approval
to hold yourself higher than the expectations
once thrust upon you.
This is your moment to dance around naked
in your living room with the blinds wide open
and your belly full of laughter.
The only thing more beautiful than your smile
is knowing that you can finally be the cause.

Amaranthia Sepia / Flower Torso

Chiara Bertin is an Italianborn visual artist focused on mixedmedia and video. She wonders if it is possible to recognize the self in a 'mediated world,' especially as
a woman. She grew up in Italy, where becoming a showgirl is a common ambition for girls, and the only path to success. Her research is about pointing out things
that have become so normalized that we don't even notice them, like how objectification is the first step toward violence, when a person has become 'something'
instead of 'someone.' Chiara considers Feminism to be something that has deeply influenced her way of thinking and her creative expression.
LF Brown is a queer, AfroPuerto Rican musician and film music composer residing in northeastern USA. Most of her essays, film & book reviews, poetry and short
fiction wrestle with intersectional frameworks for thinking about race, gender, class and sexual identity. She is also a recreational distance runner & cineaste who
takes great delight in her weekly, solitary ‘Film Friday’ visits to the local indie film theaters.
Dawn Corrigan’s debut novel, an environmental thriller called Mitigating Circumstances, was published by Five Star/Cengage in 2014. About it, Kirkus said, “Fans of
strong women will have fun reading it.” Currently she’s working on a family saga set in southern Italy, Hell’s Kitchen, and South Jersey. Its themes include the
relationship between anxiety and bigotry, the relationship between anxiety and creativity, and gender politics.
Azia DuPont writes, edits and mothers in Southern California. Though she has always identified as a feminist, it wasn’t until she became a mother with a child of her
own, that the effects of the patriarchy on childhood, womanhood and motherhood came into focus for her. The feminine has been erased and redefined, and she
believes we must reclaim it. You can find Azia online at www.aziadupont.com or via Twitter @aziadupont.
Samantha Edmonds is a graduate student in fiction at the University of Cincinnati. Her work has previously appeared or is forthcoming in Pleiades, Santa Fe Writers
Project, and McSweeney’s Internet Tendency, among others. Her story “World Enough” is a remnant from a time and place in which her fiction was interested in
exploring the “male gaze,” in an attempt to understand the lengths women sometimes go to capture romantic love.
Nettie Farris often explores relationships between males and females in her work. She is the author of Communion (Accents Publishing, 2013), Fat Crayons
(Finishing Line Press, 2015) and the microchapbook Story (Origami Poems Project, 2016). Her chapbook The Wendy Bird poems is forthcoming from dancing girl
press.
Heather Lee Rogers is a writer and actor in NYC. Her work often explores gender roles and she enjoys defying expectations by investing in the stock market, riding
a motorcycle and flexing her home improvement skills. In 2015 she was published in 3 Fall issues of Waterways: Poetry in the Mainstream, in the Adanna Literary
Journal and on the S/tick blog. She has also performed as a featured poet at the Art House and Parapluie open mics. For possibly too many poems about her sex life
visit www.heatherleerogerspoetry.weebly.com.
Karina Lutz followed her activist mother around on her organizing errands in the 1960s, and watched her change her father’s mind about the Vietnam War—in spite
of his position as a Naval Reserve officer. That taught her words could change minds and stop violence. Since then she’s studied nonviolence, women’s studies,
systems theory, and ecopsychology and believes words can reverse patriarchy, with all its related oppressions, as well. An environmental activist and journalist by
trade, she has seen it work in her own life, as well. She recently devoted herself more fully to her first calling, poetry.
Anne Leigh Parrish is the author of 39 published short stories and three books of fiction, most recently the novel, What Is Found, What Is Lost (She Writes Press,
2014). She discovered the meaning of feminism when she had children in her thirties. Forcing a woman to endure a pregnancy she doesn’t want strikes her as
inhumane, akin to slavery. Her fictional characters are women fighting for their reproductive and civil rights, guided always by Gloria Steinem’s statement about
abortion: “Who gets to say?” More about Anne can be found at www.anneleighparrish.com and www.twitter.com/AnneLParrish.
Amaranthia Sepia is a young monthly blogger on iamthatgirl.com. Read her thoughts on body empowerment at
http://www.iamthatgirl.com/body_empowerment_on_my_terms.
Sometime last May, feeling particularly oppressed by the injustice of society's persistent lack of true gender equality, Disa Turner vented to her notebook in an
attempt to avoid creating a violent spectacle in the street. The result was “The Four Whoresmen.”
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